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of the causes of the great revolt of Bar Cochba.1 Be this
may, Antoninus Pius modified the law of Hadrian by rest
circumcision as one of the Jewish privileges, but he confi
that law by continuing the prohibition in the case of non- J
If a Jew performed the operation upon a proselyte, he exj
himself to a severe punishment, viz. deportation or d
according to social rank.3 Various penalties, such as ba
ment, confiscation of property, or even execution, threa
any freeman who allowed himself to be circumcised ; 01
other hand, a slave ipso facto obtained his freedom, th<
presuming in his case that he had been subjected to constr
At the time when the Christian hope spread among the J
settlements of the eastern Mediterranean, the legislation
marized above no longer existed. Nevertheless, in pc
opinion circumcision continued to be in bad odour.
Thus, Jewish propaganda had planted the religion of
or, at least, its more essential ideas in the pagan world.
does not mean merely the accession of proselytes and
fearers, but also the spread of Jewish influence among n
education and inquiring spirit on the one hand, and also i
the lower classes in a more elementary form, not unmixe<
superstition. The idea of the Most High God (d <9eog d &
and a certain respect for the Sabbatical rest found a rei
even among those who did not become converts.5 Jewish
and expressions came into current use, especially in the
of magic,6 carrying with them notions and suggestions,
means to be ignored by those who wish to understand h<
way was paved for Christianity.
Certainly, this influence of Israel under all its aspec
only be regarded as a thin veneer spread over the surface
Grseco-Roman religious world. This remains true, even :
it prepared the way for a religion which, itself issuing
Judaism, freed itself from the defects which Gentile:
whole had found a hindrance in Judaism. It remains fc
inquire whether the influence of Jewish propaganda c
last to a later date than we might at first sight be incl
believe, and if strange patterns were not produced fr<
syncretistic tendencies of the time, which, in the end,
interesting expressions, both on the Jewish and on the
side. It has been maintained that the synagogue
Diaspora was definitely heretical.7 If this be true
contribution did that heretical tendency bring to the sync]
i, 165, n. 1.	2 Modestimis, in Dig., xlviii,
3 Paul, Sent., v, 22, 4.	* XLVH, i, 21
5 cccxxn, 2.	« cccvm, 194.	? cc

